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this book addresses the challenges of conducting program evaluations in
real world contexts where evaluators and the agencies face budget and
time constraints and where critical data is missing the book is organized
around a seven step model developed by the authors which has been tested
and refined in workshops vignettes and case studies representing
evaluations from a variety of geographic regions and sectors demonstrate
adaptive possibilities for small projects with budgets of a few thousand
dollars to large scale long term evaluations the text incorporates
quantitative qualitative and mixed method designs and this second edition
reflects important developments in the field over the last five years
statistics for international social work and other behavioral sciences
presents statistics using straightforward accessible language making it
easier for students of all backgrounds particularly social work student
undergraduates graduates and practitioners to learn and apply statistical
concepts tools and procedures the book incorporates two powerful
statistical software programs statistical package for the social sciences
spss and microsoft excel toolpak into statistical computations the course
contents have been organized pedagogically in an order that allows
students to view the progression of concepts and hand calculations in
conjunction with computerized statistical analysis tools furthermore this
text is unique in that it includes appendices specifically designed to
provide instructions on preparing data for data entry construct variable
names and data analysis using spss present guidelines to nonparametric
statistics and post hoc comparisons and focus on microsoft excel toolpak
which is available in most personally owned computers and handheld
devices such as tablets and smart phones the book also includes robust
instructor and student materials via a companion website research skills
are as critical to social work practitioners as skills in individual and
group counselling policy analysis and community development adopting
strategies similar to those used in direct practice courses this book
integrates research with social work practice and in so doing promotes an
understanding and appreciation of the research process this second
edition of practising social work research comprises twenty three case
studies that illustrate different research approaches including
quantitative qualitative single subject and mixed methods six are new to
this edition and examine research with first nations organizing
qualitative data and statistics through these real life examples the
authors demonstrate the processes of conceptualization operationalization
sampling data collection and processing and implementation designed to
help the student and practitioner become more comfortable with research
procedures practising social work research capitalizes on the strengths
that social work students bring to assessment and problem solving
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competition science vision monthly magazine is published by pratiyogita
darpan group in india and is one of the best science monthly magazines
available for medical entrance examination students in india well
qualified professionals of physics chemistry zoology and botany make
contributions to this magazine and craft it with focus on providing
complete and to the point study material for aspiring candidates the
magazine covers general knowledge science and technology news interviews
of toppers of examinations study material of physics chemistry zoology
and botany with model papers reasoning test questions facts quiz contest
general awareness and mental ability test in every monthly issue this
volume offers a unique glimpse into the teaching approaches and thinking
of a wide range of well known literacy researchers and the lessons they
have learned from their own teaching lives the contributors teach in a
variety of universities programs and settings each shares an approach he
or she has used in a course and introduces the syllabus for this course
through personal reflections that give the reader a sense of the theories
prior experiences and influential authors that have shaped their own
thoughts and approaches in addition to describing the nature of their
students and the program in which the course is taught many authors also
share key issues with which they have grappled over the years while
teaching their course others discuss considerations that were relevant
during the preparation of this particular syllabus or describe how it
evolved in light of student input the book is organized by areas within
literacy education reading english language arts literature emergent
literacy content area literacy literacy assessment and instruction
literacy and technology and inquiries into literacy theory and classroom
practice it is accompanied by an interactive site msit gsu edu handbook
this online resource provides additional information about the authors
courses including complete syllabi recommended readings grading rubrics
and sample assignments readers are invited to respond and contribute
their own syllabi and teaching experiences to the discourse generated by
the volume reflect new course content and instructor tips includes
entries for maps and atlases includes part 1 number 2 books and pamphlets
including serials and contributions to periodicals july december since
its publication in 1982 the archaeological gazetteer of afghanistan has
become the main reference work for the archaeology of afghanistan and the
standard sites and monuments record for the region archaeological sites
are now referred to under their gazetteer catalogue number as routine in
academic literature and the volume has become a key text for developing
research in the area this revised and updated edition has been
significantly expanded to incorporate new field work and discoveries as
well as older field work more recently published and presents new cases
of synthesis and unpublished material from private archives new
discoveries include the rabatak inscription detailing the genealogy of
the kushan kings a huge archive of bactrian documents aramaic documents
from balkh on the last days of the persian empire a new greek inscription
from kandahar two tons of coins from mir zakah a sasanian relief of
shapur at rag i bibi a buddhist monastic city at kharwar new discoveries
of buddhist art at mes aynak and tepe narenj and a newly revealed city at
the minaret of jam with over 1500 catalogue entries supplemented with
concordance material site plans drawings and detailed maps prepared from
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satellite imagery the archaeological gazetteer of afghanistan revised
edition is the most comprehensive reference work on the archaeology and
monuments of the region ever undertaken cataloguing all recorded sites
and monuments from the earliest times to the timurid period this volume
will be an invaluable contribution to the renewed interest in afghanistan
s cultural heritage and an essential resource for students and
researchers good legal writing wins court cases it its first edition the
winning brief proved that the key to writing well is understanding the
judicial readership now in a revised and updated version of this modern
classic bryan a garner explains the art of effective writing in 100
concise practical and easy to use sections covering everything from the
rules for planning and organizing a brief to openers that can capture a
judge s attention from the first few words these tips add up to the most
compelling orderly and visually appealing brief that an advocate can
present in garner s view good writing is good thinking put to paper never
write a sentence that you couldn t easily speak he warns and demonstrates
how to do just that beginning each tip with a set of quotable quotes from
experts he then gives masterly advice on building sound paragraphs
drafting crisp sentences choosing the best words strike pursuant to from
your vocabulary quoting authority citing sources and designing a document
that looks as impressive as it reads throughout he shows how to edit for
maximal impact using vivid before and after examples that apply the
basics of rhetoric to persuasive writing filled with examples of good and
bad writing from actual briefs filed in courts of all types the winning
brief also covers the new appellate rules for preparing federal briefs
constantly collecting material from his seminars and polling judges for
their preferences the second edition delivers the same solid guidelines
with even more supporting evidence including for the first time sections
on the ever changing rules of acceptable legal writing garner s new
edition keeps even the most seasoned lawyers on their toes and writing
briefs that win cases an invaluable resource for attorneys law clerks
judges paralegals law students and their teachers the winning brief has
the qualities that make all of garner s books so popular authority
accessibility and page after page of techniques that work if you re
writing to win a case this book shouldn t merely be on your shelf it
should be open on your desk winner of the longman s history today book of
the year award and the inaugural westminster medal for military
literature more than a century had gone by since the battle of trafalgar
generation after generation of british naval captains had been dreaming
ever since of a new trafalgar a cataclysmic encounter which would
decisively change a war s outcome at last in the summer of 1916 they
thought their moment had come andrew gordon s extraordinary gripping book
brilliantly recreates the atmosphere of the british navy in the years
leading up to jutland and gives a superb account of the battle itself and
its bitterly acrimonious aftermath volume contains 240 ny 424 holding co
inc v reis 240 ny 368 joint stock co v nat l city bank 240 ny 709
kapossky v berry 240 ny 520 lamborn v nat l park bank of n y 240 ny 398
matter of a e fire ins co new jersey ins co 241 ny 71 matter of mccoy v
apgar
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this book addresses the challenges of conducting program evaluations in
real world contexts where evaluators and the agencies face budget and
time constraints and where critical data is missing the book is organized
around a seven step model developed by the authors which has been tested
and refined in workshops vignettes and case studies representing
evaluations from a variety of geographic regions and sectors demonstrate
adaptive possibilities for small projects with budgets of a few thousand
dollars to large scale long term evaluations the text incorporates
quantitative qualitative and mixed method designs and this second edition
reflects important developments in the field over the last five years
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statistics for international social work and other behavioral sciences
presents statistics using straightforward accessible language making it
easier for students of all backgrounds particularly social work student
undergraduates graduates and practitioners to learn and apply statistical
concepts tools and procedures the book incorporates two powerful
statistical software programs statistical package for the social sciences
spss and microsoft excel toolpak into statistical computations the course
contents have been organized pedagogically in an order that allows
students to view the progression of concepts and hand calculations in
conjunction with computerized statistical analysis tools furthermore this
text is unique in that it includes appendices specifically designed to
provide instructions on preparing data for data entry construct variable
names and data analysis using spss present guidelines to nonparametric
statistics and post hoc comparisons and focus on microsoft excel toolpak
which is available in most personally owned computers and handheld
devices such as tablets and smart phones the book also includes robust
instructor and student materials via a companion website
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research skills are as critical to social work practitioners as skills in
individual and group counselling policy analysis and community
development adopting strategies similar to those used in direct practice
courses this book integrates research with social work practice and in so
doing promotes an understanding and appreciation of the research process
this second edition of practising social work research comprises twenty
three case studies that illustrate different research approaches



including quantitative qualitative single subject and mixed methods six
are new to this edition and examine research with first nations
organizing qualitative data and statistics through these real life
examples the authors demonstrate the processes of conceptualization
operationalization sampling data collection and processing and
implementation designed to help the student and practitioner become more
comfortable with research procedures practising social work research
capitalizes on the strengths that social work students bring to
assessment and problem solving
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competition science vision monthly magazine is published by pratiyogita
darpan group in india and is one of the best science monthly magazines
available for medical entrance examination students in india well
qualified professionals of physics chemistry zoology and botany make
contributions to this magazine and craft it with focus on providing
complete and to the point study material for aspiring candidates the
magazine covers general knowledge science and technology news interviews
of toppers of examinations study material of physics chemistry zoology
and botany with model papers reasoning test questions facts quiz contest
general awareness and mental ability test in every monthly issue
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this volume offers a unique glimpse into the teaching approaches and
thinking of a wide range of well known literacy researchers and the
lessons they have learned from their own teaching lives the contributors
teach in a variety of universities programs and settings each shares an
approach he or she has used in a course and introduces the syllabus for
this course through personal reflections that give the reader a sense of
the theories prior experiences and influential authors that have shaped
their own thoughts and approaches in addition to describing the nature of
their students and the program in which the course is taught many authors
also share key issues with which they have grappled over the years while
teaching their course others discuss considerations that were relevant
during the preparation of this particular syllabus or describe how it
evolved in light of student input the book is organized by areas within
literacy education reading english language arts literature emergent
literacy content area literacy literacy assessment and instruction
literacy and technology and inquiries into literacy theory and classroom
practice it is accompanied by an interactive site msit gsu edu handbook
this online resource provides additional information about the authors
courses including complete syllabi recommended readings grading rubrics
and sample assignments readers are invited to respond and contribute
their own syllabi and teaching experiences to the discourse generated by
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reflect new course content and instructor tips
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includes entries for maps and atlases
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includes part 1 number 2 books and pamphlets including serials and
contributions to periodicals july december
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since its publication in 1982 the archaeological gazetteer of afghanistan
has become the main reference work for the archaeology of afghanistan and
the standard sites and monuments record for the region archaeological
sites are now referred to under their gazetteer catalogue number as
routine in academic literature and the volume has become a key text for
developing research in the area this revised and updated edition has been
significantly expanded to incorporate new field work and discoveries as
well as older field work more recently published and presents new cases
of synthesis and unpublished material from private archives new
discoveries include the rabatak inscription detailing the genealogy of
the kushan kings a huge archive of bactrian documents aramaic documents
from balkh on the last days of the persian empire a new greek inscription
from kandahar two tons of coins from mir zakah a sasanian relief of
shapur at rag i bibi a buddhist monastic city at kharwar new discoveries
of buddhist art at mes aynak and tepe narenj and a newly revealed city at
the minaret of jam with over 1500 catalogue entries supplemented with
concordance material site plans drawings and detailed maps prepared from
satellite imagery the archaeological gazetteer of afghanistan revised
edition is the most comprehensive reference work on the archaeology and
monuments of the region ever undertaken cataloguing all recorded sites
and monuments from the earliest times to the timurid period this volume
will be an invaluable contribution to the renewed interest in afghanistan



s cultural heritage and an essential resource for students and
researchers
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good legal writing wins court cases it its first edition the winning
brief proved that the key to writing well is understanding the judicial
readership now in a revised and updated version of this modern classic
bryan a garner explains the art of effective writing in 100 concise
practical and easy to use sections covering everything from the rules for
planning and organizing a brief to openers that can capture a judge s
attention from the first few words these tips add up to the most
compelling orderly and visually appealing brief that an advocate can
present in garner s view good writing is good thinking put to paper never
write a sentence that you couldn t easily speak he warns and demonstrates
how to do just that beginning each tip with a set of quotable quotes from
experts he then gives masterly advice on building sound paragraphs
drafting crisp sentences choosing the best words strike pursuant to from
your vocabulary quoting authority citing sources and designing a document
that looks as impressive as it reads throughout he shows how to edit for
maximal impact using vivid before and after examples that apply the
basics of rhetoric to persuasive writing filled with examples of good and
bad writing from actual briefs filed in courts of all types the winning
brief also covers the new appellate rules for preparing federal briefs
constantly collecting material from his seminars and polling judges for
their preferences the second edition delivers the same solid guidelines
with even more supporting evidence including for the first time sections
on the ever changing rules of acceptable legal writing garner s new
edition keeps even the most seasoned lawyers on their toes and writing
briefs that win cases an invaluable resource for attorneys law clerks
judges paralegals law students and their teachers the winning brief has
the qualities that make all of garner s books so popular authority
accessibility and page after page of techniques that work if you re
writing to win a case this book shouldn t merely be on your shelf it
should be open on your desk
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winner of the longman s history today book of the year award and the
inaugural westminster medal for military literature more than a century
had gone by since the battle of trafalgar generation after generation of
british naval captains had been dreaming ever since of a new trafalgar a
cataclysmic encounter which would decisively change a war s outcome at
last in the summer of 1916 they thought their moment had come andrew
gordon s extraordinary gripping book brilliantly recreates the atmosphere
of the british navy in the years leading up to jutland and gives a superb



account of the battle itself and its bitterly acrimonious aftermath
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volume contains 240 ny 424 holding co inc v reis 240 ny 368 joint stock
co v nat l city bank 240 ny 709 kapossky v berry 240 ny 520 lamborn v nat
l park bank of n y 240 ny 398 matter of a e fire ins co new jersey ins co
241 ny 71 matter of mccoy v apgar
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